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Walking on Real Numbers




2013 study by Aragón Artacho, Bailey, Borwein, & Borwein
Used random walks and other graphical methods to
examine the normality of mathematical constants, such as
e, ϖ, Champernowne's number etc.


Also examined the walks of bounded rational numbers
10490122716774994374866192805654486016
17567358491560876166848380843144358447
25287555162924702775955557045371567931
30587832477297720217708181879659063736
57674879814228013285920278610192581409
57135748704712290267465151312805954195
3997504202061380373822338959713391954
/
16122269626942909129404900662735492142
29880755725468512353395718465191353017
34881431401750453996944547935301206438
33272670970079330526292030350920973600
45095545613659664932507839146477284016
23856513742952945308961226815274887561
5658076162410788075184599421938774835

Base Conversion
●







People typically think of
numbers in Base 10
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
dfadfadf

For the purpose of our project,
we chose to use Base 4
{0, 1, 2, 3}
Why?
We can code them as the
cardinal directions (N, S, E, W)
0 = east / right
1 = north / up
2 = west / left
3 = south / down

Example in Base 4:

419636198 (base 10)








Start with base 10
number and divide
by the desired base
(in this case, base 4)
Note the remainder
and divide the new
number by the
desired base again
Continue this step
and note the
remainders until you
can divide no further
(x/y = 0 R x)
Read the remainders
in reverse order for
the base conversion
121000302033212
(base 4)

Random Walks


Depending on the base used in the random walk, each
number is assigned a direction that the computer is told to
move one unit in when it appears in a rational number
(which could be “randomly” generated or a specific input).
Example in Base 4:
0 = move 1 unit 0 radians (right)
1 = move 1 unit π/2 radians (up)
2 = move 1 unit π radians (left)
3 = move 1 unit 3π/2 radians (down)
419636198 (base 10)
121000302033212 (base 4)
Translates to:
↑,←,↑,→,→,→,↓,→,←,→,↓,↓,←,↑,←

The result:

The Rational Alphabet
OUR GOAL: to find rational numbers that
represent each letter of the alphabet.


Rather than looking first for the numbers that gave us the
desired random walk, we worked backwards from base 4
and converted the desired walks into base 10 quotients.
260213063964275792487388206834
868455003776874127286321853429
097935333249232391674474608322
354406723630818470312210699072
326139758849409885013777046876
597167306844106307946137070253
/
518689446110124119814050982961
395143876555779030304612499457
166211331601426613518299963381
118387974286024735826412598647
799393884426471913485859354264
245460882647725425188690460672

{2,0,0,0,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,0,3
,1,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,1,2,
3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,0,1,2,1,0,
1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,
0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,2,2,2,1,
0,3,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,3,1,
0,3,1,0,3,1,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,3,1,0,3,1,
0,3,1,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,
0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,
3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,3,2,3,0,0,1,0,3,1,
1,2,3,1,1,0,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,0,0,1,2,3,1,2,
3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,3,2,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,3,
2,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2}

≈ 0.501674

The Rational Alphabet


We then wrote a code that would allow us to combine the
letters to print words and phrases

QUESTIONS?
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